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It is shown that if dim Y < ~1 and if f(X) = Y is a mapping between compact metric spaces 
such that 1 s m G dim f-‘(y) s n for all y E Y, then there exists a closed set K c ,Y such that 
dim K s n-m and dim f(K) = dim Y. This ansuers a question posed by J. Keesling and D. Wilson. 
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1. Introduction 
Let f(X) = Y be a mapping with X and Y compact metric spaces. In this paper 
we show that if 1 s m s dim f-‘(y) < n for all y in Y, then there is a closed set K 
in X with dim K c n - m and dim f(K) = dim Y. This is Theorem 4 of this paper 
and our main Theorem. It is related to the general problem of finding relationships 
between dim K and dim f(K) for closed sets K in X. If dim X > dim Y, Keesling 
[2] proved that for every 0 - Z k s dim Y there is a closed set K in Y with dim K s k 
and dim f-‘(K) 3 k+(dim X-dim Y). He has also investigated whether an 
analogous Theorem is true for the case of a dimension raising map. He has proved 
in [5] that if f is open and closed, and f(X) = Y is a dimension raising map of 
metric spaces, then for every 0~ k s dim X there is a closed set K in X with 
dim K c k and with dim f(K) k k + (dim Y-dim X). It is natural to ask whether 
this is true for an arbitrary closed map f 
In 1936 Eilenberg posed the following problem in The Scottish Book [lo, Problem 
# 1371. If f maps a compact metric space X onto Y such that dim X > dim Y > 0, 
must there be a closed subset K contained in X such that dim K <dim f(K)? In 
[8] Kelly gave an affirmative answer to this problem provided that f(X) = Y is open 
and monotone with nondegenerate inverses and dim Y < 00. However, Keesling and 
Wilson [6] constructed an n-dimensional continuum X (n 3 2) in I”+’ and a map 
f: X + I = [0, l] such that f is onto and if K is any closed set whose dimension is 
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an -2, then f(K) is O-dimensional. This gave a negative answer to Eilenberg’s 
problem. Rubin, Schori, and Walsh [9] also gave a negative solution, but apparently 
without being aware of the problem in the literature. The main Theorem of this 
paper (Theorem 4) gives a sufficient condition for a positive solution to this problem 
of Eilenberg. 
Theorem 4 is an extension of Theorem 2.7 of Wilson and Keesling [7]. The 
example given by Theorem 5.2 of [7] shows that Theorem 3 is best possible. In that 
example the same hypotheses are satisfied and if K is a closed subset of X with 
dimK<n-m-l, then dimf(K)=O. 
The proof of Theorem 4 uses techniques found in Kelley [8, Theorem 7.81, Rubin. 
Schori, and Walsh [9, Theorem 6.21, and Keesling and Wilson [7, Theorem 2.71. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with standard dimension theory for separable 
metric spaces. Hurewicz and Wallman [l] is a good reference. All spaces in this 
paper are separable metric. We denote the cardinal number of a set A by IAl. If I- 
denotes a collection of subsets of a set X and A c X, then St(A, I-) is the collection 
of all members of f which meet A. 
The reader needs to be familiar with the notion of essential family [9, Def. 2.21. 
2. Properties of Z(P) 
Throughout this Section we consider a proper map f: X + Y betbveen separable 
metric spaces. Let I’={( r/i, Vi)}zl be m pairs of open sets of X with CJi n vi =Q 
for i=l,..., m. Let Z(P) be the set of all points ye Y such that f-‘(y) has an 
essential family {(A,(y), B,(y)), . . . , (A,(Y), B,(y))) such that A;(Y)= a and 
Bi(y)c Vii. 
To study properties of the sets Z(P), we need the following well known Theorems. 
Theorem 1. In a separable metric space X, any sequence of subsets of X has a 
convergent subsequence. Here we take the limit of a sequence of subsets of X to be 
the limit supremum when this is equal to the limit infimum of the sequence. This limit 
may be empty. 
Theorem 2. If X is a metric space and M is a subspace of X with 0 c dim M < n, 
then for every pair A, B of disjoint closed subsets of X there exists a separator S of A 
and B such that dim (SnM)sn-1. 
Theorem 3. Let ,I4 be a subset of a metric space X and A, B a pair of disjoint closed 
subsets of X. For ecery separator L’ in M between M n A and M n B there exists a 
separator L in the space X between A and B such that MA L = L’. 
We also need several Lemmas. We omit the proof of the first two Lemmas since 
they are elementary. 
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Lemma 1. If a sequence {Ai}:=, of noncacuous subsets in a metric space X converges 
to a subset of a compact set A and if for any neighborhood V of A, there is a number 
n such that i 2 n implies A, c V, then lim,_= Ai # 0. 
Lemma 2. Let f be a closed map of a metric space X into a metric space Y. Let {y,} 
be a sequence in Y such that y, + y E Y. Suppose A, c f-‘( yi), A, # 0 and A, converges 
to A c f-‘(y). Then if f-‘(y) is compact, then A f 0. 
Lemma 3. Let Pand Z(P) be as stated above. Zf Z(P) # 0, then Z(P) and f-‘(Z(P)) 
ha ce the following properties. 
(i) Z(P) is a closed set. 
(ii) For ecery YEZ(P), f-‘(y)n (n:l, S;) #0 for any separators Si between 0, 
and ‘;: for X. In particular, {( 0, n f-‘(Z(P)), v, n f-‘(Z(P))) / i = 1,. . . . m} is an 
essential family in f-‘(Z(P)). 
(iii) Let (B, A) be a pair of closed subsets of Z(P) with Z(P) 3 B 2 A Z 0. Let Si, 
i=l,.... m be separators between L?i n f-‘(B) and 6, n f-‘(B) in f-‘(B). That is, 
each S’ is a closed subset of f-‘(B) such that f-‘(B) -S, is the union of two disjoint 
open sets Ui and Vi in f-‘(B) with fin f-‘(B) c Vi and Vi n f-‘(B) c VI. Assume 
there exists a number E > 0 (depending on S’s) such that N,( S,) = {x E XI d(x. S;) < e} 
does not meet 0, n f-‘(B) and vi n f-‘( B) for all i = 1,. . . , m. For any positice 
numbers a and /3 with O<a<P<e, let Ci=~n{x~f-‘(B)ld(x,S,)~/3} and 
I D,= Vi u{xEf-‘(B)Id(x,S,) ~a}. Thenf-‘(A)nC,andf-‘(A)nD,;i=l.... ,m 
is an essential family for f-‘(A). 
(iv) Let dim f-‘(y) 2 m 2 1 for all y E Y, where m is as in the definition of P and 
Z(P). Then there is a set Z(P) such that dim Z(P) = dim Y. If in addition Y is 
complete, there is a set Z(P) such that Int Z(P) # 0. 
Proof of (i). This is proved in Keesling and Wilson [7]. For the sake of completeness, 
we shall re-prove this result. Let {yj} be a sequence in Z(P) with y, + y E Y. We 
want to prove that ycZ(P). For each i, f-‘(yj) has an essential family {(Ai( 
Bi(y,))}T’ with Ai c Dt and Bi(yj) c V,. By Theorem 1, there is a subsequence 
IY,,E=l of {Y,) such that Ai(yj,) and B,(y,,) converges. These limits theoretically 
can be empty. However, in the sequel it will follow that they are not. For simplicity, 
assume Ai(yj)+Ai and Bi(y,)+Bi as 1 ‘*CO. Then Ai c Ui and Bit vi. We must 
show that {(Ai, Bi)}zl is an essential family. Let S,; i = 1, . . . , m be separators of 
Ai and Bi in f-‘(y). Since Si is a separator of A, and B, in f-‘(y), we can find a 
separator Si in X such that X - Si = 0; u Wj; Ai c Oi, B, c W; and Si n f-‘(y) = Si. 
Since limj,, Ai = A, and limj_= B’(yj) = B,, we claim that: 
Claim. There is an integer N such that j 2 N implies Ai c 0, and Bi(y,) c Wi for 
all i. 
Proof of Claim. Let us deny the conclusion. Then for some i, A,(y,)g 0, or 
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B,(y,) G W, for infinitely many j. For simplicity. assume A,(yj) G 0, for all j. Then 
there is a sequence {x,} such that .r, _ ,= A,( y,) and x,E 0,. By Theorem 1, there is a 
convergent subsequence {{x,,}}~=, of {{x,}]~=, . S ince f-‘(y) is compact, the limit is 
not empty by Lemma 2. Since x,,aO,, the limit is also til Oi. This contradicts that 
A, c 0;. Hence we have proved our claim. 
It follows from our claim that S: nf-‘(yi) is a separator between A,(y,) and 
B,(yj) in f-‘(y,) for js N, which implies that n:, S: nf-‘(yj) $0. 
If necessary, by taking a subsequence, we can assume that lim,_, (f-‘(yj) n 
(n:, s:)) exists. Since lim ,‘I y, = y, limj-, (f-‘(y,) n (nz, Sl)) C 
(f-‘(y)n(nz, S;))cn;, (f-‘(y)nS:)=n:l, Si. Since f-‘(y) is compact, by 
Lemma 2, limj_, (f-‘(yj) n (nc, S:)) f 0. Hence n;:, Sj f 0 Therefore 
{(Ai, B,)}:, is an essential family with A, c Ui, and B,c vi. Hence _vEZ(P) and 
Z(P) is a closed subset of Y. 
Proof of (ii). Since S, separates uj and v,, it also separates Ai and B,(y) in 
f-‘(y) for any yeZ(P). Since {(Ai( B,(y))}E, is an essential family of f-‘(y). 
n:, (Sin!-‘(y))f0forallyEZ(P).Hence(n~1, S,)nf-‘(y)f0forallyEZ(P). 
Proof of (iii). Let S,; i = 1, . . . , m be separators between f-‘(A) n C, and f-‘(A) n 
D, in f-‘(A). Since (f-‘(A) n C;:) u 0, and (f-‘(A) n II,) u vj are disjoint closed 
sets, by Theorem 3, S, can be extended to a separator S: between (f-‘(,A) n C,) u r: 
and(f~‘(A)nDi)u~~withS~nf~‘(A)=Si.Thenr)~~,S,=~~‘(S~nf~‘(A))= 
l-l;, (Sl)nf-‘(A)#0 by (ii). 
Proof of (iv). Let B be a countable basis for X. Consider the family 9’ of all 
P ={( Vi, Vi)}:, with the property that each U, and Vi is a finite union of members 
ofBand uinni=Ofori=l,..., m. Then the collection 9’ is countable. Since f 
is proper and dim f-‘(y) L m for all YE Y we have Y = lJPEB Z(P). 
By (i), each Z(P) is a closed subset of Y. By the Sum Theorem dim Z(P) = dim Y 
for some P. If Y is complete, then by applying the Baire Category Theorem. 
Int Z(P) # 0 for some P. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
3. Main Theorem 
As stated in the Introduction, Theorem 4 is our main Theorem. 
Theorem 4. If dim Y < co and f (X) = Y is a mapping between compact metric spaces 
such that 1 G m 6 dim f-‘(y) d n for all y E Y, then there is a closed set K c X such 
that dim K s n - m and dim f (K) = dim Y. Also, there is a closed set K, c X such 
that dim K. c n - m and Int f (K,,) # 0. 
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Proof. Let m be a fixed integer satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4. By Lemma 
3, we can find a closed set Z(P) of Y such that either dim Z(P) =dim Y or 
Int Z(P) f 0 depending on which part of the Theorem we want to prove. Let 
P={( U,, V,)}:, and u, A v, =@ for i = 1,. . . , m. For convenience assume Y = 
Z(P), X=f_‘(Z(P)). 
Since the dimension of Y is finite, Y can be embedded in E’ for some integer f. 
We will prove the Theorem by showing the existence of sequences { W,},"=,, 
{J,>T=, and {sq}T=, with the following properties. 
(1) The sequence { W,} is a nested sequence of open sets of X such that 
(i) W,~W~+,forq=l,2,3 ,..., 
(ii) each open set Wq is covered by a finite collection of open sets %b, where 
mesh Pi-Cl/q and the order of ?JVq is s-n-m+l. 
(2) Each Jq is a closed subset of X contained in W, with f(J,) = Y. 
(3) {sq}T=, is a sequence of finite closed coverings of Y which satisfies the 
following conditions; 
(i) sq={F(~, ,..., (~,)Iaj~Aj,j=l,..., q}wherelA,l<~~forj=l,..., 4, 
(ii) F(~,,...,(Y~-,)=U(F(~,,...,~,-,,P)IPE~~}, 
(iii) ISr(F(a,, . . . , a,), .Fq)I d 3’ for q = 1,2,3,. . . . 
(4) (i) Each Jq is a finite union of pairwise disjoint closed sets 
{Jq(a,, . . . , aq)l CYj E A,, j= 1,. . . , q} such that Jq(a,, . . . ,. cxq) does not meet 
ok and vk forall k=l,...,m. 
(ii) Each W, is a finite union of pairwise disjoint open sets Wq(cr,, . . . , a,); 
a,~Aisuch that Jq(a, ,..., Q~)C W,(CY, ,..., a,)for (YjEA,, j=l,..., 4. 
(iii) Each J,(a,, . . . , a4) is an intersection of m separators Si; i = 1.. . . , m, 
where S, separates oi nf-‘(F(a,, . . . , a,)) and v, nf-‘(F( a,, . . , a,)) in 
f-V%%, . . . , cr,)). Also f(Jq(a,, . . . , a,)) = F(cr,, . . . , aq). 
Under the assumption that properties (1) and (2) are satisfied we can define 
K = nT=, wq. By properties (1) and (2) f(K) = Y. By property (1) dim K s n - m. 
To begin the induction assume that the diameter of X is less than 1. 
Let J, = J,( 1) be an intersection n:, Si of separators S, for ui and vi in X. Let 
s,=F(l)={Y}, A,=(l) and W,=X. 
Now it is easy to check that the properties (l)-(4) are satisfied by virtue of Lemma 
3(C). 
Assume inductively that there are finite sequences { W,}4=,  {J,}4=, and {4}4= 1 
which satisfy the properties (l)-(4). 
Let J,(a,, . . . , a,)=n,“,, $(a,, . . . , C-Q) be as (4)(iii). Let f-‘(F(cu,,. . . , n,))- 
aq)= Ui(a,, . . . , a,)u Vi(a,, . . . , aq) be a separation with o;n 
~“~~(~~,‘. . . , CX,)) c U~(LY~, . . . , CY~) and V, nf-‘(F(a,, . . . , (Y,)) c Vita,, . . . , c+) 
in f-,(F(a,, . . . , a,)). 
By virtue of (4) and the compactness of X, for each Jq(a,, . . . , a4) we can find 
a positive number E=E((Y,,...,(Y~)>~ such that fls(Jq(a,,...,cr,))~ 
Wq(a ,,. . . ,a,)~ W, and fiC(S,(cy,,. . . , a,)) does not meet 0; and vi for i = 
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1 ,..., m.For ~=1,...,3’put 
I,(a,.. . . .ffy; T)={XE U(a /,.. . ,(Yq)l&-(T-1)&/3~ 
> d(x, S;(a,, . . . , a,))> E-fE/3’}. 
Then L(a,, . . . , CQ; T), T= 1,2,. . . (3’ are mutually disjoint open subsets of 
fV(%. . . , a,)) such that nz,&(cz ,,.... ~,;T)c W,(a ,,..., q,) for T= 
1....,3’. 
Note that by virtue of Lemma 3(iii) for a fixed T. 
(C,), = U,(,,, . . . J+-+E~-‘(Fb,,. . . ,a,,))Id(x.S,(q.. . . ,a,)) 
3 E-(T- 1)&/3’} 
and 
i = 1.. . . , m, is an essential family for f-‘(F(a,, . . . . a,)) with Ui A 
fV(%, . . . ,cQ))c(C,)~ and V,nf-‘(F(a,,. . . ,cu,))~(D~),. ALSO by Lemma 
3(iii). 
(5) f-‘(y)n(Cr)iandf-‘(y)n(D,)i;i=l,..., m is an essential family forf-‘( y) 
for every yeF(a,,...,(~~). 
Since dim f-‘(y) 4 n, by applying Theorem 2 m times, for each ; and for each 
point y~F(a,,.. . , LYE) we can find separators (S,)i(a,, . . . , a,,; 7) between (C,)i 
and (Dr)i in f-‘(F(cu,,. . . ,a,)) with (Sy);(cy,,. . . , a,; r)cI,(a,,. . . . aq; 7) and 
dim~~~,(Sy)i(~,,...r~q;~)nf~‘(y)~n-mfor~=1,...,3’.Letusnoticethat 
nz, (s,)i(a,,...t(Yq;T)Cnim_,z~((Y,r...,(Yq;P)C Wq(a,r...*~q)- 
Let Jy(~,,. . . , crq; ~)=ny=, (Sy)i((Y,,. . . , aq; T). Then 
(6) dimJ,(cu,,...,a,; T)r\f-‘(y&n-m, J,(CZ,,. . . ,a,; T)CI,(cY ,,... ,(Yq; T) 
and J,(a,,. . . ,a,; T)C W,(a,,. . . , q). 
Note that by (5), 
(7) for each zEF(cr,,. . . ,aq) f-‘(z)n~,(a],. . . ,a,; r)fB. 
It follows from (6) that for every T and y E F( (Y,, . . . , (Ye) we can choose an open set 
W,((Y,, . . ., a,; T) of X such that 
(8) .&(a,. . . . , aq; +-Jf-,(J’)c w,(a,, . . . , aq; 7) y.(a],...,a,;T)n 
li((Y]y . . . 3 Cy 4; 7’) =0 for T# T’ and for all i, and W,(Cr,. . . . , ‘yq; T)C 
Wq(a,. . . . , q), 
and moreover we can require that it is covered by a finite collection of open sets 
w:,(a,, . . . , aq; T> with W,((Y,, . . . , cxq; 7) =U ~ti~y(cx,. . . . , a,; r), mesh 
v?((*,, . . . t a,; 7) ~l/(q+l) and the order of ‘U”~(a,,...,(~,;;)~n-m+l. 
By virtue of (8), if we let ~V,((Y,, . . . , a,)=U:l, {3feJa,. . . . , as; 7)) then we 
have ord ~U;;((Y, ,..., cr,)gn-m+l. Let W,(a, ,..., crq)=U SlS(a, ,..., aq). 
Let J?(LY,,. . . , a,)=U~~,JV(a,,. . , , a,; T)nf-‘(F((Y,.. . . . a,)) and g, = 
flJ,(a,,...,cQ). 
Since g, is a closed map, there is an open set V, 3 y of Y such that gy’ ( Vy) t 
WJLY,,..., as). Since Y (hence also F(cu,, . . . , a,)) is a compact subset of E’, 
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thereisafiniteclosedcover~~+,={~(a,,....~,+,)/cy,~~,,j=l,....q+l}and 
T={F(cu ,,..., (y,,aq_,)la,,,,~~~+,}of YandF(a ,,.... c+)respectivelywiththe 
property that I- refines the collection { V,l y E F(a,. . . . . a,)} for each (a,. . . , (uq). 
F(CY ,,..., a4)=lJclq_, F(a, ,..., a,,a,+,) and ISt(F(a, ,.... q,+,). .Fq-,)i~3’. 
Let Y, =F((Y,,. . . , q,, l).. . . , l’,=F(a,,. . . , q,, s) be a listing of all the mem- 
bersof f,and Y,c V,, for i=l,..., s. 
Let K, =&(a,,. . . , a y; 1) n g;,’ ( Y,). Assume inductively that there are pairwise 
disjoint closed sets K,. . . . . K, 
K,=J,vt(a,,... ,a<,; dng,‘(Y,) 
for some choice of TE { 1, 2.. . . ,3’}. Since I.%( Y,+, , I7 s 3’ and since there are 3’ 
sets J,,_,(a,, . . , a,; 1). . . . , J,,_,(cY,, . , . , aq, 3’), we can find an integer r’ Lvith the 
propertythatif Y,ESt(Y,+,,~)andi<r+l,thenJ,,_,(~,....,aq;f’)ng~.!,(Y,+,) 
misses K,. Let K,+,=J,,_,(cx, . . . . ,~,,:f’)ng,l,(Y,+,). 
If we let Jq+,(cu ,,..., a,,,aqC,)=KOiq_,, CQ+,EA,+,={~,...,S). then each 
7 q/T a,,,) 
$:4’6;,:. . ( aq, crq+,)) 
is an intersection of nz-separators between Li, n 
and v;nnf-‘(F(cr,,‘. . . . a,,,)); i= 1,. . . . m, and 
f(J,i,(cu,, . . . . LY,,+,))=F(cY,,... , a,,,) by (7). By the construction above. 
Jq+,(~,, . . . , aq, agt,). ajE -1,, j= 1,. . . , q + 1 are pairwise disjoint closed sets such 
that J,+,(cY,,... ,q,+,) doesnot meet I?, and vk forall k=l,...,m. 
The open set W,,, can be found in the following way. Each J,+,(cx,, . . . . c-x4, c+,) 
is covered by one of the open sets Wy,( a,, . . . , aq) which is also covered b!- a family 
of open sets whose order is <n--m+ 1 and mesh ~l/(q+ 1). 
Since the members of {J,+,(a,, . . . , c++,) I a, E A,, j = 1,. . . . q + 1) are finite num- 
ber of pairwise disjoint closed sets, we can find the same number of pairwise disjoint 
open sets each of Lvhich contains exactly one of the previous members 
Jq+,(O,, . . . , q+,). 
By taking the intersection of all pairs of open sets where the first comes from the 
first family and the second from the second, we obtain a family %i+, = U { il b+, (a,, 
. . . , cu,+,)lcu,Ed,,j=l,... ,q+l}suchthat Wq+,(a ,,..., cy,+,)=U?f$_,~a, ,..., 
q,+,) satisfies the condition (4)(ii) and ord ?I$+, s n - m + 1 and mesh ?I;+, c 
l/(q+l). Since each \Y”(Q,, . . . , czq) iscontained in W,(a,, . . . , a4)c 15;4. we have 
wq = q+,. 
Now 
= u f(Jq+,(a,, . . . , aq+,)) 
al.....Olq-, 
= u F(a, ,..., aq+,)= Y. 
*,.___. aq_, 
Thus we have completed the proof of the Theorem. 
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In Theorem 4 we found a set K with dim f(K) = dim Y and dim K =G n - m. The 
following example shows that we cannot find a closed set K with dim K s n-m 
and f(K) = Y. 
Example. Let a positive number E be given. In. E*, consider X = Z u A; where 
Z={(O,~)EE~I-loyal} and A={(x,y)=E’Isinl/x-xsSySsinl/x+q 
0 C x s 1). Consider Y = {x E E IO s x s 1) and a projection f: X + Y defined by 
f(x, y) =x It is easy to check that dim f-‘(y) = 1 for all y E Y. By Theorem 4 there 
is a closed set K with dim K =0 and dim f(K) = dim Y = 1. On the other hand, 
there is no closed O-dimensional set K0 with f(K,) = Y. Because any closed set K0 
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